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Abstract

The interaction of an M-level atom with a single-mode of cavity field

initially in a squeezed state is investigated in this paper. The time

evolution of nonclassical characteristics of the field, such as the field

squeezing, antibunching and sub-Poisson distribution, are computed and dis-

cussed in detail. It is found that the initial coherent excitation

strength has crucial influence on how such nonclassical behavior can be

maintained in the propagation of squeezed light.
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I. Introduction

The interaction of squeezed light with matter has attracted much at-

tention in recent years, especially after the photon squeezed state was

experimentally realized.2 -4 The development of micromaser technology and

the Rydberg-atom technique has made the Jaynes-Cumming models realistic.

As a matter of fact, there have been investigations of a two-level atom

with cavity fields initially in various types of squeezed states.
5 12

When the field is initially in a coherent state, it has been shown
5

that the field may become squeezed via its interaction with the atom. When
6

the field is initially in a squeezed vacuum state, it has also been shown

that the field can maintain its squeezing after its interaction with the

atom is turned on only if the initial field is very weak or if the initial

squeezing is very shallow. Further study shows7 that the deeper the

initial squeezing of the field, the quicker the field loses squeezing

during the atom-field interaction.

When the atom interacts with the cavity field which is initially in a
1

coherent squeezed state, the interaction has revealed a number of inter-
8,9

esting dynamical properties. 8 The coherent squeezed state is

characterized by two parameters, a and 1, where o determines the strength

of the coherent excitation and 7 measures the degree of squeezing. It is

interesting to note that photons are not only squeezed in a coherent

squeezed state but also exhibit nonclassical behavior as antibunching and

subpoisson phenomena.

Recently, a general formalism of the interaction of an M-level atom

with initially coherent cavity fields has been developed by the present

13-15authors, and multiphoton processes involving a realistic Rydberg atom
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with nearly equal energy level spacing have been considered. The effect of

level number on dynamical properties of both the atom and the field has

been discussed in great detail. One of the major findings is that multi-

photon cascade processes enhance the nonclassical properties of the cavity

field. In this paper, we consider the atom-field interaction in an optical

cavity with the field initially in a coherent squeezed state. Nonclassical

properties of the field are discussed and their time evolution is inves-

tigated.

II. Theory

The general theory of the interaction between an M-level atom and

single-mode cavity fields has been formulated in Ref. 13, and only the

steps essential for our present discussion are outlined here. We consider

an M-level atom as shown schematically in Fig. 1. The total Hamiltonian is

given in the rotating-wave approximation by

M M

H - Yata + )4 )(oA!A. + Ix A! A a+ H.c()

i-l i-i

where the operator at creates a photon of frequency 0, At creates an atom
i

in its i-th level with energy Yi and A. stands for the coupling constant.

The state in which the atom is in the i-th level and the number of photons

is m is denoted by

li'm> - l i>Im>. (2)

If the photon number is n when the atom is in its highest level, an ar-

Aitrary state in Hilbert space can be written as
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M

n > Ci,n+M- i li,n+M-i>, (3)

i-I

where the probability amplitude Ci,n+M-i' satisfies the stationary-state

Schr6dinger equation

M

[(Hii-E)6ii, + Hii, ] Cin+M-i, - 0. (4)

i'-i

The matrix elements involved in Eq. (4) are given explicitly by

H - <i,n+M-ilHhi,n+M-i>

i-l

- (n+M-l)+)4w - ) A (5a)

j-1

H - <i,n+M-iIHji',n+M-i'>

- Ai,6i,i, n+M-i' + Ai,. 16 i,i,.i1 n+M-i+l, i.i', (5b)

where we have defined the detuning parameters

a i " ( l ), i-1,2 ...... M-1. (5c)

The energy eigenfunctions 10n > and their corresponding eigenvalues E are

found by solving Eq. (4),

H 1Ino> - E na0na> (6a)

M

i-i

where a is introduced just to label the eigenstates.

In the representation spanned by the energy eigenstates I n>, the

density matrix elements take the form
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p ,,(t)- ,,(0) exp[- (En -E , )t] (7a)nu~~fn n nan

with the initial matrix elements

-1 M (C-1 M
Pnc,n r'a'0 ) nn'( )a,n+M-a ( a',n'+M-a'' (7b)

Here, pnn' are the density matrix elements of the initial field in the Fock

representation, and C I is the inverse of the matrix defined in Eq. (3).

For any arbitrary function F of the field operators or any function A of

the atomic operators, the mean values are calculated according to the fol-

lowing expressions:

<F>- Tr(pF) - ) <nalpFlna>

na

- ~ ~ Ca 0i ,n,+Ca:<n'+M-iIFln+M-i>pnna()i n+M-i ' - a(t)

n,n'-O a,a'-l i-l

(8)

<A>- Tr(pF) - <nalAlna>

na

M M

Ca n<,+Mn'-n+iIAli>p
i,n+M-i n'-n-i,n+M- >na,n'a'

n,n'-O a,c'-l i-l

(9)

III. Evolution of the Field Squeezing

We assume that the cavity field is initially in a coherent squeezed

state
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a,-> - eaat *a -1 (a 2at2)/2 10> - CnIn>, (10)

n-0

where

C - (nH ) ( / H(p/,/A) exp(-1ip12+ 1-12))

with H the nth-order Hermite polynomial andn

P- a + a*v. (12)

- cosh7, v - sinh7 . (13)

Thus, the initial density matrix elements of the cavity field are

pnn' - CnCn,. (14)

In our numerical work throughout this paper, we have taken )A - 1. We have

also assumed for simplicity the same coupling constant Ai - A for any i and

zero detuning for any transition. The unit of time is I/A. Since we are

only interested in the effect of the coherent excitation strength le 2 on

the dynamical behavior of the atom and on the statistical properties of the

field, we have assumed a real a, namely, the squeezing to be in the direc-

tion of the coherent excitation.

Consider two Hermitian time-dependent quadrature operators of the

field

1 it t -it

a2 - i(ae -a tei ). (15b)

The field is said to be in the squeezed state if either of the operators

satisfies <(Aai) 2 - <ai2> - <ai>2 < 1/4.14 The variances for a1 and a2 of

the initial field are found from Eq. (10) to be

<(Aa1 ) 2> - ke "2 y (16a)
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<(Aa2)2> - %e2 , (16b)

respectively. It is obvious that the quantum fluctuation of a1 initially

is smaller than the quantum limit k, and that the degree of the field

squeezing is completely determined by the parameter 7 and is independent of

2
the coherent strength Iai For the time evolution of the squeezing,

however, the coherent strength plays a very important role as we shall see

later.

In micromaser experiments, the atom stays in the cavity only for a

short time, 1 6 ,17 and the excited levels are short-lived. The study of the

short-time evolution of the field squeezing is therefore of particular in-

terest for the experimental preparation of squeezed states in the

micromaser cavity. In Figs. 2 - 4 we plot the variance <(Aa1 ) 2>. For

given M and A, the variance becomes an oscillating function of time, with

the oscillation frequency increasing with a2 It is also clearly seen

that the field remains squeezed much longer as the coherent strength in-

creases. When a and 7 are fixed, the calculation shows that increasing the

level number M decreases the oscillating frequency.

The mean photon number <n> in the initial field (10) is

<n>- <ata> - a 2 + 2 (17)

For a fixed initial squeezing, Eq. (17) implies that increasing coherent

strength means increasing the intensity of the initial field. Hence, our

results indicate that for fixed <n> the field can maintain its squeezing

for a long tin4 during its interaction with the atom only if the coherent

part and the squeezing part are properly adjusted. In general, the atom-

field interaction helps sustain the field squeezing for sufficiently large
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IaI , and the field is further squeezed if I is small enough, i.e., a shal-

low squeezed field initially.

IV. Antibunching and Sub-Poisson Distribution

It is well known that photon statistical properties depend on the nor-

malized intensity correlation function of the field defined by

9 (2) (t) - <[at (0]2 [a(t)] 2>/<at(t)a(t)>. (18)
(2) t 2 2

when g (2) - 1, the field is in coherent state and the photon distribution

is Pcissonian. When g (2) < 1, the field exhibits photon antibunching and a

sub-Poisson distribution, and when g (2) > i, the field exhibits photon

bunching and a super-Poisson distribution. For the coherent squeezed state

(10), we find

(2)(0)- ( - 2a2 (1-e'2 y) + cosh2i(l-cosh27) (19)
2(a2 + sinh 2)

2

Evidently, initial antibunching is possible only if the parameters a and 7

are sufficiently small. We have computed g (2)(t) for a - 1 and 7 - 0.2,

for which g(2)(0) - 0.74. The results are plotted in Fig. 5 for M = 2, 6
and 10. It is observed that for M - 2, g (2)(t) oscillates around its

initial value for long times. Furthermore, the value of the correlation

function remains less than unity except for a few isolated instants.

For many-level atoms, the calculation shows that the antibunching ef-

fect is greatly weakened after the atom-field interaction takes place. For

M - 10, photon antibunching quickly disappears and g(2) oscillates most of

the time above unity. We have also found in our numerical study that the

oscillation amplitude reduces dramatically as the initial coherent strength

increases. For a given squeezing parameter, it is always possible to
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achieve photon antibunching for a long time by increasing the initial

coherent strength. Of course, the antibunching may be very wck when Jla 2

becomes too large.

The deviation of the photon number probability from the Poisson dis-

tribution can be directly measured by the Q-parameter related to g(2) by

Q(t) - <at(t)a(t)>(g (t)-l] (20)

for a single-mode field. Thus, antibunching implies a sub-Poisson dis-

tribution and vice versa for the case of single-mode fields. It is,

however, important to emphasize that a sharp sub-Poisson distribution does

not necessarily imply strong antibunching. in fact, as can be seen from

Eq. (20), a large mean photon number can produce a near-photon-number

eigenstate for which Q - -1 even though g(2 ) is just slightly below 1.

For the coherent squeezed state (10), we find

Q 12e-2y+ sinh 22- - (21)
2 2

tol,.+sinh Y

It is easily seen from Eq. (21) that for a given squeezing paramter 7, one

2
can always achieve a sub-Poisson distribution by increasing jai . The Q-

2
values for fixed jai are plotted as functions of 7 in Fig. 6. We notice

that the Q-value becomes smaller as the coherent excitation IaI4 increases

2if the squeezing parameter I is kept constant. For every given jal , there

exists a 7-value for which Q is minimum, which decreases and approaches the

2
limit -1 as ji2 increases.

The time evolution of the Q-value for atoms with different level num-
2

bers is shown in Fig. 7. We take Jai - 25 and 7 - 0.8, whereby the

initial Q-value is -0.69 according to Fig. 6. For the whole time range

that we have calculated, Q remains negative or the photon probability
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remains a sub-Poisson distribution. This is true as long as the initial Q-

value is sufficiently small. The collapse and revival appear clearly,

especially for small M.

In coherent squeezed states of the field, the photon exhibits nonclas-

sical behavior as antibunching and a sub-Poisson distribution. When the

coherent strength is weak, the antibunching property is more dramatic, and

when the coherent strength is strong, the sub-Poisson distribution becomes

more distinct. For sufficiently small M such nonclassical properties can

be maintained for a long time during the atom-field interaction process.

Thus, for an initially squeezed photon state, cascade multiphoton processes

in the atom-field interaction tend to screen out nonclassical properties of

the field, in contrast to the case for an initially coherent state.
1 4'1 5

In conclusion, this study helps us choose a suitable component of coherent

excitation part in the squeezed light so that nonclassical properties can

be sustained during its propagation.
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Figure Captions

1. Schematic diagram of the atomic levels.

2. Time evolution of the variance <Aal)2> for H - 2. The solid line is

for 7 - 0.2, dashed line for 7 - 0.6 and dot-dashed line for y - 1.0.

(a) a - 1.0, (b) a - 3.0, (c) a - 5.0.

3. Same as Fig. 2 except M - 6.

4. Same as Fig. 2 except M - 10.

5. Time volution of g(2)(t) for the squeezed field with a - 1.0 and y -

0.2. (a) M - 2, (b) M - 6, (c) M - 10.

6. Initial correlation g(2) of the squeezed field as a function of the

2
squeezing parameter 1. The solid line is for Jai = 25, dot-dashed

line for ai 2 -49.

7. Time evolution of the Q-value with jai2 - 25 and y - 0.8. (a) M - 2,

(b) M - 6, (c) M - 10.
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